This research is part of a wider one (Carusi & Pozzi,1978a,b) concer ning a detailed study of the dynamics of close encounters between a giant planet and a minor object. A special result of that investigation was the recognization of some satellite-capture events,already found by Everhart (1973). An important remark about this previous work is that all satel lite-captures occurred with low inclination objects which orbits were initially near-tangent to the Jupiter's one. Starting f^rom this conside ration,a hundred fictitious orbits have been generated in order to stu dy the phenomenon in greater detail. Their initial distribution is shown in fig.l . The initial angular parameters i,cv,.Q,were chosen to be equal to those of the most interesting case of the previous research. Eccen tricities were selected regularly in the range .01-.5,with a step of .01, giving the same value to an object of the upper band and to the next of the lower. The semimajor axes were chosen at random between limits com puted so that the aphelion for the lower band,or the perihelion for the Q upper band,would lie within a distance of 10 km from Jupiter's orbit. As the orbital planes do not coincide with that of Jupiter,the minimum di stance point between the two orbits does never coincide with the object perihelion or aphelion,but is always close to them. Fig.2 shows the final situation of this population:we note that in no case a permanent binding occurred. We can do some remarks on this picture. First of all we note that 56% of objects experienced a temporary binding to the planet. Secon dly, 67% of objects,bounded or not,had a final orbit lying, on the a-e diagram,on the opposite band with respect to their initial one. This kind of transition is especially significant if compared with the case of ob served comets,because it gives a simple mechanism to transform long-pe riod comets in short-period ones, and to transfer comets from one family to another. Actually,on the basis of the computations of Kazimirchak-Polonskaya (1972),we can say that a similar process has been experienced, for example,by comets Whipple,Oterma,Brooks 2,Lexell,Kearns-Kwee and o-185 R. L. Duncombe (ed.), Dynamics of the Solar System, 185-189.
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A. CARUSI thers. A third remarkis that,between the initial and final situations, small eccentricities are increased,as a consequence of the encounter, whilst the great ones are decreased. This phenomenon leads to a cluste ring of final orbits in the eccentricity range .1-.2.
It is quite interesting to analyze,just to give an example, the path of object 24 in a jovicentric rotating frame,as shown in fig.3 This ob ject binds itself to Jupiter at point a,then becomes temporary unbounded from the Sun between the points b and c,and finally it unbinds itself from the planet at point d. The maxima and minima of semiaxis occur in correspondance of the conjunctions. We call inner conjunction the one in which the object is located between Jupiter and the Sun,the other situa tion representing an outer conjunction. Then,we note that a maximum of semiaxis always occurs during an inner conjunction on a retrograde planetocentric orbit,or during an outer conjunction on a direct planetocentric orbit. The minima of semiaxis occur in the remaining two cases. In order to get a better understanding of these occurrencies we can use the formu las for heliocentric energy and angular momentum:
It is easy to see that we have relative maxima of E and|]L|,and then of a, in a direct outer conjunction,and relative minima in a direct inner conjunction. From an exam of our objects we have seen that,for a retro grade planetocentric orbit,things go the opposite way. It follows,for in stance, that an object can unbind itself from the Sun only in inner retro grade or in outer direct conjunction. Fig.4 clearly explains what we said. In this picture the energy and angular momentum with respect to the Sun are plotted. The abscissa gives the number,to be multiplied by 50,of the integration time steps,and so it is a not linear time scale. We can note that the positions of maxima and minima are in good agreement with what we said. Moreover,in these points the object is always near to its osculating perihelion or aphelion. Referring to the "mirror theorem" demonstrated by Roy & Ovenden (1955),we note that in the case of number 24 we have three instants in which a configuration of this kind is quite well verified,that is in the 3rd,5th and 6th conjunctions. The mirror theorem,however,is not completely satisfied,because in none of these con junctions Jupiter is located on its aphelion or perihelion,and the lines of nodes are not aligned. Now a comparison with a really observed case is quite interesting:that is the case of comet Oterma,which orbital evo lution has been analyzed by Kazimirchak-Polonskaya (1967 Fig. 7 
